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Real-world Sounds
Beginner

Introduction
This teacher’s pack focuses on introducing pupils to making music with real-world sounds. It
encourages the pupils to listen to sounds online and in activities, called soundwalks. It
provides background information about different manipulation techniques and inspiration for
a composition task.
The National Curriculum for England outlines three aims for Key Stage 3 Music Teaching.
Each of the units and additional learning activities have been related to these aims:
Aim 1:
“Perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of
historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of
the great composers and musicians.”
Aim 2:
“Learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on
their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical
instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to
progress to the next level of musical excellence.”

Aim 3:
“Understand and explore how music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions:
pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and
appropriate musical notation.”
(Source: Department for Education “Music Programme of Study: key
stage 3”, available from: http://tinyurl.com/mlj6vmj [accessed
17/02/14])
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Standard Resources

Standard Prerequisites

If not stated differently, each project will
require the standard resources, which are:
The website.

If not stated differently, there are no
prerequisites expected.

Computers connected to the Internet
and installed with Compose with Sounds.
Headphones and headphone splitters
(depending on how many computers are
available to your students).

Summary
Real-world sounds are sounds that are all around us. They can tell us a lot about what is
happening and provide us with interesting sounds that we can work with creatively.
In this project pupils will:
Be introduced to the idea of a soundscape, featuring real-world sounds, and the notion of
listening to sounds actively.
Begin to think about sounds on their own and categorise sounds based on their sonic
characteristics or common source.
Develop listening skills and begin to explore the ways in which they can transform and
control sound.
By the end of this project, they will have begun to explore the diversity of sounds around
us and will be able to use splice, filter and montage to arrange sounds in order to create a
‘sonic postcard’.

Assessment
Wherever possible, an alternative route of assessment is suggested, following the framework
‘Assessment for Learning’. You are also welcome to use your own ideas regarding assessment.
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Skills
Additional to the knowledge provided within the project, pupils will acquire the following
skills:

Subject skills

Generic skills

Music
Composing a piece: selecting, manipulating
and organising sound within the program
Compose with Sounds.

Listening and responding to
• Sounds and manipulation techniques.
• Compositions of their peers.
• Compositions/Soundwalks provided in the
project.
• Categorising sounds in different
categories.

Listening
Listening to and describing manipulated
sounds (listening during a soundwalk and
also for different properties of sounds).
ICT
Using different types of sound manipulation
tools within the program Compose with
Sounds.

Reflecting and articulating
• Reflecting critically on their own
creative output.
• Reflecting on their own opinion of
sounds.
Connecting and creating
• Pupils will bring together what they have
learned in the project in order to be able
to create a piece of music.
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Outline of the pack
Unit 1: Soundscapes and
the Sonic Environment
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/1/
This unit discusses sounds in their environment. Sounds can
tell you where you are and what is happening around you.
The term keynote sound (a recognisable sound in the
foreground of the sonic environment) is introduced and
listening exercises are offered.

Unit 2: Soundwalks
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/2/
This unit introduces the pupils to the concept of soundwalks.
It features a short listening example and also two activities
that allow the pupils to experience a soundwalk.

Unit 3: Sound Type / Sound Source
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/3/
Although all sounds are individual, it is possible to categorise
them. One way, which is introduced here, is to sort them
after ‘common source’ and ‘common properties’.
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Unit 4: Exploration of Sounds
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/4/
Pupils will develop their knowledge in listening, creating and
transforming sounds by learning about sound manipulation:
reverse, loop, transpose and panning.

Unit 5: Soundscape Music
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/5/
This unit introduces compositional approaches to
soundscape. Instead of just recording a soundwalk and
listening back to it, your pupils will learn how to work
creatively with sounds through the means of manipulation
techniques, i.e. filtering and splicing. Furthermore, tips for
creating a soundscape piece are included.

Unit 6: Sonic Postcard
The idea of a Sonic Postcard Project was originally conceived by the
Sonic Arts Network (today Sound and Music). It has been adapted
to work with the EARS 2 website.
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/6/
The pupils will take inspiration from a picture in order to
create a piece of music (a ‘sonic postcard’).
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Options for
Cross-Curricular Activities
History
The sounds around us depend on the time and era in which we live. Think about what makes
the difference between different eras. For example, you could be thinking about new
inventions and their impact on the sonic environment (before the car was invented, there was
no sound of a car around). Also, some sounds are not around anymore - do you know of any
endangered sounds? This could be sounds of animals, the sound of technology, machines or
devices that are not in use anymore. For example, the sound of a steam train can only be
heard very rarely, and for a long time the sound of the osprey was absent in Britain. How
different would our sonic environment have sounded 150 years ago? Which sounds have
changed since then and why?

Geography
What are the sounds of different places or countries? Can we compare them to our own sonic
environment? What shapes our sonic environment? What shapes the sonic environment of
other countries?

Literature
How does literature use sounds to describe situations? Can we make them audible?

Art
For the Sonic Postcard Project at the end of this teacher’s pack (Unit 6) you could collaborate
with the Art department. Pupils could draw their own postcards first and set them to music
afterwards. They could also use the postcards of other pupils.
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Unit 1

Soundscapes and the
Sonic Environment
Summary
Direct Link:

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in

http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/1/

Introduction

This unit discusses sounds in their
environment. Sounds can tell you where
you are and what is happening around you.
The term keynote sound (a recognisable
sound in the foreground of the sonic
environment) is introduced and listening
exercises are offered.

4 large sheets of paper (for example,

Aim
This unit aims to introduce pupils to the
world of sounds and compositional
approaches to map this experience
(soundwalks).

Preparation
Load the website onto computers.
Check whether loudspeakers work.

flip chart paper)
Marker Pens
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites: None

Links to the
National Curriculum
This activity links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum for England, to
“[…] listen to, review and evaluate music
across a range of historical periods, genres,
styles and traditions, including the works
of the great composers and musicians”.
Also, to “understand and explore how
music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical
notation”. (Department for Education
‘Music Programme of Study: Key Stage 3’)
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will have listened actively to sounds in their environment.
Most pupils will be able to explain what a keynote sound is and to describe their listening
experience.
Some pupils will be able to describe their listening experience in great detail using music
terminology.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. Show the flash animation to the class and afterwards do the listening
exercise that is described on the page.

2. Either read the paragraph ‘Sounds all around us’ with the class, or explain keynote sounds
in your own words. (“Certain sounds will very clearly identify a particular location; these
recognisable sounds are called keynote sounds. When we hear a keynote sound we recognise
a specific time, place, or location.”)
Then ask questions, such as:
?
?
?

What are the keynote sounds in the school?
What are the keynote sounds of your city?
What are the keynote sounds of your country?

3. Afterwards, read through the next paragraph “Stop, look and LISTEN – Sound as Signals”.
4. Split the class up into four groups.

Main

5. Hand out one large sheet of paper and marker pens to each group.

6. Group tasks:

?

Group 1: Write down keynote sounds from the seaside.
Group 2: Write down keynote sounds from a busy city.
Group 3: Write down all the sound signals you know.
Group 4: Think - why do sounds work so well as signals?
(Possible Answer for Group 4: You can hear an ambulance before you can see it.)

Plenary

Time for
Reflection

7. Introduce the results to each other. Keep the list of sounds visible in your
classroom for the whole project.

When have you heard and reacted to a sound signal recently (e.g. school
bell)?
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Extended Learning Activity
None

Assessment
Use online assessment

Teacher’s Tips
When splitting the class into groups, differentiate based upon ability. For example,
place lower set pupils in groups 1 and 2, middle set pupils in group 3 and top set
pupils in group 4.
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Unit 2

Soundwalks
Summary
Direct Link:

Resources

http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/2/

See ‘Standard Resources’ in

This unit introduces the pupils to the
concept of soundwalks. It features a short
listening example and also two activities
that allow the pupils to experience a
soundwalk.

Introduction

Aim
This unit aims to introduce pupils to the
world of sounds and compositional
approaches to map this experience
(soundwalks).

Preparation
Load website onto computers
Check whether loudspeakers work

Learning Outcomes
All pupils will know that spaces can have
an aural signature and they will have
experienced a soundwalk through the
means of the website.
Most pupils will be able to recognise
specific locations through sounds.
Some pupils will be able to identify
sounds in their local area through the
means of a soundwalk.

Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites: None

Links to
National Curriculum
This activity links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum for England, to
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate
music across a range of historical periods,
genres, styles and traditions, including the
works of the great composers and
musicians”.
Also, to “understand and explore how
music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical
notation”. (Department for Education
“Music Programme of Study: Key Stage 3”)
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Two routes can be taken here. Route 1 includes a physical soundwalk; route 2 would be the
option if you do not have the opportunity to go on a soundwalk.

Route 1
Introduction

1. Briefly present to the pupils the information that is given on the website.
You would need to cover the following points:

A soundwalk is a walk where you listen attentively to all the sounds that occur around you.
It is a different way to discover your environment.
Soundwalks can take place anywhere. They will sound different in different places and at
different times (night and day).
Some composers take recordings of their soundwalks and go back to their studio or
computers. Then they either recreate the soundwalk to be able to listen to it again, or share
it with other people. Or they use the sounds to create a new sonic environment by using
splicing, filtering and other manipulation techniques.
2. Choose where to go.

Main

Do you want to stay inside?

Think about where you can hear the best sounds in your school. Are there any sounds that
are special for your school and will not occur in any other school? For example, a fancy school
bell, a school pet, a special location, etc. Are there any sounds that are typical for all schools?
For example, cutlery in the dining area, a school bell, voices, etc. If you are recording the
sound walk, make sure your pupils know the ethics of recording people (ask beforehand, no
sneaky recording behind someone’s back).
Do you want to go outside?
Outside spaces are usually richer in terms of the number and diversity of sounds.
Which part of your route will have interesting sounds? Is there a park or a busy road nearby?
Construction works? A railway station? Are you in the countryside and can you visit a farm?
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3. Hand out a sheet of paper for each pupil to write down what sounds they have heard,
where they encountered them and if they could describe the sounds any further. It is
recommended that the pupils fill in their sheets on their own to avoid talking.
4. Before you start your walk, agree about a “stop and listen” sign. That could be raising an
arm or any other sign you choose. This way the pupils can communicate when they find a great
sound for everyone to listen to. Make sure that you have a few breaks from the silence so
pupils can chat. This will make it easier for the pupils to be silent when needed.
5. Go on the walk. Try to use the “stop and listen” sign a few times to encourage the pupils
to use it as well. You could try the Ear Cleaning exercise (see teacher’s tips box). Point out a
few sounds that might not be obvious to the pupils to introduce them to sounds they probably
have not yet listened to consciously, because they are very quiet, far away or taken for granted.

Plenary
?
?
?
?
?

?

6. When back in the classroom, reflect on the listening experience.
Together with the pupils, write down the sounds they heard on the board.

What was surprising?
Was there a sound that only one person heard?
Which sounds did everyone hear? Why?
How would the same walk have sounded 150 years ago?
How would a soundwalk in another city sound? How about in another country?
If you have recorded the sound walk, play the recording back and discuss: Was
that listening experience similar or different to the actual walk?
What can/what can you not capture by recording the sound? (Only sound, not the
sources of the sound. No smells, feelings, etc.)
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Route 2
Introduction
?

1. Play the soundwalk to the pupils without announcing anything
beforehand. Then ask questions, such as:

What did you hear?
Could you tell where this took place?
What makes you think it was a school (or whatever they suggest)?

?
?

2. Play the soundwalk again to the pupils, but this time show them the picture on the website.
(Note, the soundwalk starts on the upper right corner of the picture and then goes to the
left.)
Ask: Did you hear more sounds when looking at the picture? Why? (Because the
visual sense is pre-dominant)

?

Main

3. Split the class into pairs and let them find out all they can about
soundwalks by reading the website.

4. Check whether they got the most important points:
A soundwalk is a walk where you listen attentively to all the sounds that occur around you.
It is a different way to discover the environment around you.
Soundwalks can take place anywhere. They will sound different in different places and at
different times (night and day).
Some composers take recordings of their soundwalks and go back to their studio or
computers. Then they either recreate the soundwalk to be able to listen to it again, or share
it with other people. Or they use the sounds to create a new sonic environment by using
splicing, filtering and other manipulation techniques.
5. Let the class listen to more soundwalks in their own time on the computers.
Rob Weale - Woodland Soundwalk
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/learning-object/woodlandsoundwalk/
Hildegard Westerkamp - Kits Beach Soundwalk
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/learning-object/kits-beach-soundwalk-by-hildegard-westerkamp/
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Plenary

6. The class has now listened to different soundwalks. Ask them to list the
keynote sounds for each soundwalk.

7. As homework, encourage your pupils to go on a soundwalk and to write down what they
have heard. You could share their experience in the next lesson.

Time for
Reflection

For both routes:
Ask the pupils about their journey home. How would they describe the
sounds?
Why would going on soundwalks regularly be important for composers
working with sounds?

Extended Learning Activity
Write down the route of a possible soundwalk. Try to imagine every sound you might hear on
the way. Think about the sounds - what are the volumes (loud and quiet), the pitches (high
and low), the durations (long and short), and the different rhythms and timbres? You could
work with different geometrical shapes, different colours or both. When you have finished,
can you play your score back with objects you find in the classroom? How different does it
sound to the initial listening experience?

Assessment
Use the online assessment.
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Teacher’s Tips
Ear Cleaning.
When doing listening exercises, or even when you are outside going for a
soundwalk, you could encourage your pupils to “clean their ears”. This exercise
involves shutting your ears for about half a minute to a minute (or 15 seconds if
your pupils will get restless). During this time, sounds will appear to be different.
Also, internal sounds, such as the heartbeat and the movement of blood in your
veins, can be heard. You can try out different ways of shutting the ears. Is there a
difference if you shut them with your fingers or with your whole hand? After
reopening your ears, sounds will be experienced in a different, refreshed way, and
often they appear to be louder than before. The term ‘Ear Cleaning’ was coined
by R. Murray Schafer.
See also: R. Murray Schafer (1986) The Thinking Ear: Complete writings on music education.
Toronto: Arcana.
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Unit 3

Sound Type / Sound Source
Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/3/

Although all sounds are individual, it is
possible to categorise them. One way,
which is introduced here, is to sort them
after “common source” and “common
properties”.

Aim
This unit aims to create an understanding
of the different characteristics of sounds by
categorising them.

Preparation
Load website onto computers
Check whether loudspeakers work

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in
Introduction
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites: None

Links to
National Curriculum
This activity links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum for England, to
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate
music across a range of historical periods,
genres, styles and traditions, including the
works of the great composers and
musicians”.
Also, to “understand and explore how
music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical
notation”. (Department for Education
“Music Programme of Study: Key Stage 3”)
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will be able to explain that sounds, although individually different, can be
categorised into groups.
Most pupils will be able to explain what the difference is between sound with “common
properties” and sound with “common source”. Furthermore, they will be able to apply this
categorisation in the provided activity.
Some pupils will additionally think of their own categories of sounds.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. Remind the pupils of the sounds they heard in the previous lessons and
make a list on the white board. (Alternatively you can use the list of sounds
the class created in Unit 1.)

2. Explain to the class that although no sound sounds like another, it is possible to categorise
(group) sounds.
3. Show the class the Flash animation on the website.

Main

4. Look at the list of sounds on the board. Can you categorise them into
the two categories “common properties” and “common source”?

5. Use colour coding or put the sounds into a table to visualise the categorisation.
6. Ask the pupils if they could come up with other categories (e.g. quiet sounds, loud sounds,
fast sounds, slow sounds…).
7. Discuss what choices the pupils made when putting sounds into
categories. What is their framework? Frameworks could be musical
Plenary
characteristics (loud/quiet, fast/slow, pitched/unpitched sounds, etc.),
situations (inside sounds, outside sounds) or other categorisations, such as real world or
generated sounds (which is the underlying framework for the EARS 2 website).

Time for
Reflection

As homework:
Write down 10 sounds you hear on your way home and think
about two different ways of categorising them.

Extended Learning Activity
None
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Assessment
Use the online assessment

Teacher’s Tips
1) To visualise the categorisation better you could also write the sounds onto
sticky notes or pieces of paper. It is then easier to cluster the sounds into the
different groups. If you work on paper, instead of sticking it onto the wall you
could also put it onto the floor in the middle of the classroom, so that all the
pupils can see it.
2) Before clustering you could also ask the pupils to make up their own categories
on a piece of paper for themselves. Discuss the differences after the general
clusters have been completed.
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Unit 4

Exploration of Sounds
Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/4/

Pupils will develop their knowledge in
listening, creating and transforming sounds
by learning about sound manipulation:
reverse, loop, transpose and panning.

Aim
This unit aims to make pupils aware of the
multiple possibilities of sound manipulation
and shows pupils how to manipulate
sounds in Compose with Sounds.

Preparation
Load website on computers
Check whether loudspeakers work
Install Compose with Sounds

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in
Introduction
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites: None

Links to
National Curriculum
This activity links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum for England, to
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate
music across a range of historical periods,
genres, styles and traditions, including the
works of the great composers and
musicians”.
Also, to “understand and explore how
music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical
notation”. (Department for Education
“Music Programme of Study: Key Stage 3”)
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will be able to explain that there are different ways of manipulating sounds.
Furthermore, they will have listened to sound examples on the website and will be able to use
some of the functions in Compose with Sound.
Most pupils will be able to use all of the introduced manipulation techniques in Compose
with Sounds.
Some pupils will have a creative understanding of why to choose one technique over the
other.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. Split the class into pairs. Each pair will work with one computer and write
a list of keywords onto the board: reverse, loop, transpose, panning.

2. Allow 10 minutes of time for the pupils to read through the website and finish the following
task:
“Read through the website and write down anything that you find about the four different
manipulation techniques: reverse, loop, transpose, pan.”
3. When finished, collect all the information they have found out and write it on the board
(leave it visible for the rest of the lesson).
4. Each pair should now follow these steps:

Main

A) Open Compose with Sounds and start a new project (level 1
with Internal Kitchen Sounds)
B) Save the project under a recognisable name on your usual
drive.
C) Listen to the sounds available to you on the top of the
screen.
D) Drag a few sounds into the lanes.
E) Try out the different manipulation techniques by
double-clicking onto a sound. A new window will appear where
you can apply effects to the sounds.
F) When you have done so, write down what has changed in the
sound.
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Plenary

5. When everyone has tried out different sound manipulation techniques,
stop the class working on the computers and ask them:
?
?
?

What were your favourite effects and why?
What would you use each effect for?
Have you tried to apply different effects to the same sound?

None
Time for
Reflection

Extended Learning Activity
Towards the end of the webpage there is a group activity, suggesting that students explore
different sounds with their voices. The description online is straightforward. It is
recommended that all pupils do this at the same time, as it requires making some (loud)
sounds that would distract pupils that are still working on another part of the lesson.

Assessment
None, it is combined with the next unit

Teacher’s Tips
Although this lesson does not have a tangible outcome, like a composition or
performance, there is a good deal of learning taking place during this lesson. It
might appear chaotic, with everyone at the computers trying out sound
manipulation; however, this way the pupils work through the different functions of
Compose with Sounds, which they will need for the following units. It will also
train their listening skills to the different properties of sounds.
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Unit 5

Soundscape Music
Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/5/

This unit introduces compositional
approaches to soundscape. Instead of just
recording a soundwalk and listening back
to it, your pupils will learn how to work
creatively with sounds through the means
of the manipulation techniques, i.e. filtering
and splicing. Furthermore, tips for creating
a soundscape piece are included.

Aim
This unit aims to show your pupils how to
use sounds more creatively, rather than
just to listen to them. By introducing
different techniques and offering sounds to
listen to, creativity can be enhanced.

Preparation
Load website onto computers
Check whether loudspeakers work
Check whether the sound pack
downloads properly

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in
Introduction
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of Compose with Sounds
(as gained in the previous unit)

Links to
National Curriculum
This activity links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum for England, to
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate
music across a range of historical periods,
genres, styles and traditions, including the
works of the great composers and
musicians”.
Also, to “understand and explore how
music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical
notation”. (Department for Education
“Music Programme of Study: Key Stage 3”)
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will know what soundscape music is and what the basic manipulation techniques
in soundscape music are.
Most pupils will be able to use these in the software Compose with Sounds (“messing about
with sound”).
Some pupils will be able to use the manipulation techniques in an intended and planned way
(“manipulation with result in mind”).
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. Read through the information of the learning object (the webpage) on the
screen. You can either do this with the pupils together or let them read it
on their own.

2. Explain the basics of the Compose with Sound software and upload the kitchen sounds
sound pack that is provided on the website.
3. Let the pupils try out the functions of splicing:

Main

Task: Listen to two sounds of your choice. Using the splice tool
(the scissors) in Compose with Sounds, cut out those bits of the
sound you find most interesting. Combine the two sounds as
you like. Who will find the most interesting sound?
4. Let the pupils try out the types of filters:
Task: Take one sound of your choice and copy it into the lanes
multiple times (use one lane for each sound to keep a better
overview). Now, filter each sound to a different degree and
continuously listen back to the sounds. Can you hear the
different degrees of filtering? What happens to the sound? Can
you still recognise it?

Plenary

5. After each of the two tasks above, have a short discussion and present
the best sounds that have been made with the two manipulation techniques.

6. Summarise with the pupils what they have learned and point out to them that they will
need these techniques in the following lesson in order to compose their own piece of
soundscape music.
You could let pupils document each of their decisions when they manipulate
sounds. This leads to more awareness of what they do and why they have
Time for
Reflection
chosen for certain sounds and manipulation techniques. It is a good habit to
do this in case you would like to duplicate your steps.
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Extended Learning Activity
Instead of using the provided sound pack, you could also go for a soundwalk and record your
own sounds. Select your sounds and use the splice function of Compose with Sounds. Then
you can follow the plan as outlined above. The advantage of working with your own sounds
will be that the pupils are more connected to the sounds. Remember that students should
also add images to these sounds.

Assessment
After steps 3 and 4, have a competition of who has the funniest, saddest, happiest or most
ridiculous sound. This way you will hear the outcome of the task and see where there are still
problems in either understanding the functions or in using the software.

Teacher’s Tips
Do the whole task yourself at home. Try to find out all the things that could go
wrong when using the software. There are a number of help files on the Compose
with Sound website which should cover everything. However, the better you
know the software in advance, the calmer you will be in the classroom should
anything go wrong. Make sure the pupils save their work regularly - you could have
a timer that beeps every five minutes and prompts the pupils to click on save.
The musician Duncan Chapman once said, during a workshop with Compose with
Sounds, that using technology is the same thing as using a guitar. Sometimes a
string will break, but that does not mean that you have to abandon your guitar and
never touch it again.
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Unit 6

Sonic Postcard
The idea of a Sonic Postcard Project was originally conceived by the Sonic Arts Network (today Sound
and Music). It has been adapted to work with the EARS 2 website.

Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sound-beginner/6/

The pupils will take inspiration from a
picture in order to create a piece of music
(a “sonic postcard”).

Aim
This unit aims to summarise all that the
pupils have learned during this project in a
creative task.

Preparation
Load website onto computers
Check whether loudspeakers work

Learning Outcomes
All pupils will have created a piece by the
end of the lesson.
Most pupils will use the manipulation
techniques, filtering and splicing, which are
explained in the previous unit.
Additionally, some pupils will have
applied structure to their piece.

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in
Introduction
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites: None

Links to
National Curriculum
This activity links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum for England, to
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate
music across a range of historical periods,
genres, styles and traditions, including the
works of the great composers and
musicians”.
Also, to “understand and explore how
music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical
notation”. (Department for Education
“Music Programme of Study: Key Stage 3”)
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. In the previous lesson, ask the pupils to bring in a picture postcard (a
holiday postcard) if they have any. This could be one they bought as a
souvenir, or an old postcard from someone in their family or a friend.

2. Show the pictures of the postcards to the class (if pupils do not mind) and think about
which sounds would go well with the card.
3. Make a list of sounds for each card. This could happen by means of group work, by working
with their neighbour, or by working with the whole class.
4. Find sounds that are closest to what you need in the different sound packs that are offered
on the Compose with Souns and Freesound websites. Depending on time, you could allow
pupils to make their own sounds as well.

Main

5. Decide with the class how long the piece should be (45-60 seconds
would be a good length) and lay out clear timings for the next steps:
5 minutes, starting Compose with Sound and creating a new
project.
10 minutes, creating a storyboard/writing down a plan.
5 minutes, choosing sounds.
20 minutes, composition time (do not forget to save
compositions regularly).
10 minutes, presentation time.

6. Load up Compose with Sounds and insert the sounds you need.
7. Encourage the pupils to think about a structure of the piece before they start. Will they
recompose the postcard or take it as an inspiration? Are they thinking of a story? Do they
want to present it in the correct order or maybe backwards?
8. Pupils could work in pairs or on their own.
9. Remind them of the time in regular intervals. It is very easy to get carried away and lose
track of time when working with sounds.
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Plenary

10. Present the pieces to each other. Decide beforehand if you want to
show the postcard that was the inspiration for the piece, or if you want to
let the pupils guess which piece belongs to which post card.

Think about how a piece would differ if you had a portrait of a person
instead of a holiday scene on the post card. (Possible answer: instead of
Time for
Reflection
having concrete sounds, such as footsteps or sounds of the ocean, the
sounds would become more abstract in order to express a different level of
description, such as mood, emotions, or the background of the person.)

Extended Learning Activity
Pupils could compose a short sonic postcard piece (30 seconds), but without having a
postcard as inspiration. Alternatively, they could try to draw the postcard after finishing the
piece.

Assessment
Collect the pieces of the class and listen to all of them. Can you hear any of the criteria
outlined under Learning Outcomes? You could then burn them all onto a CD or other
medium for the children as documentation of the outcome of the project.

Teacher’s Tips
Postcards brought in by the pupils will tend to be fairly recent cards. Have you got
any old postcards from your family? Bring them in and see what different sounds
pupils come up with when composing the soundscape of a ‘vintage card’.
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To find out about pricing and purchasing visit:
http://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk/store
For more information about other packs:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/teacherspacks
website: http://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk

